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ABSTRACT
The cooling flow problem is one of the central problems in galaxy clusters, and
active galactic nucleus (AGN) feedback is considered to play a key role in offsetting
cooling. However, how AGN jets heat and suppress cooling flows remains highly de-
bated. Using an idealized simulation of a cool-core cluster, we study the development
of central cooling catastrophe and how a subsequent powerful AGN jet event averts
cooling flows, with a focus on complex gasdynamical processes involved. We find that
the jet drives a bow shock, which reverses cooling inflows and overheats inner cool
core regions. The shocked gas moves outward in a rarefaction wave, which rarefies the
dense core and adiabatically transports a significant fraction of heated energy to outer
regions. As the rarefaction wave propagates away, inflows resume in the cluster core,
but a trailing outflow is uplifted by the AGN bubble, preventing gas accumulation
and catastrophic cooling in central regions. Inflows and trailing outflows constitute
meridional circulations in the cluster core. At later times, trailing outflows fall back to
the cluster centre, triggering central cooling catastrophe and potentially a new gener-
ation of AGN feedback. We thus envisage a picture of cool cluster cores going through
cycles of cooling-induced contraction and AGN-induced expansion. This picture nat-
urally predicts an anti-correlation between the gas fraction (or X-ray luminosity) of
cool cores and the central gas entropy, which may be tested by X-ray observations.
Key words: black hole physics — galaxies: active — galaxies: clusters: intracluster
medium — galaxies: jets — hydrodynamics — methods: numerical
1 INTRODUCTION
Presumably located at knots of the cosmic web, galaxy clus-
ters are the largest gravitationally bound systems in the
Universe. The baryon component of galaxy clusters is domi-
nated by the hot, diffuse intracluster medium (ICM) at keV
temperatures, which emits copiously in X-rays. One of the
central problems in galaxy clusters is the so-called cooling
flow problem, which states that gas inflows resulting from ra-
diative cooling with typical mass inflow rates of hundreds to
a thousand solar masses per year are inconsistent with cur-
rent multi-wavelength observations (see Peterson & Fabian
2006 for a review). It is now widely accepted that one or
more heating sources are present in galaxy clusters, offset-
⋆ E-mail: fulai@shao.ac.cn
ting radiative cooling and suppressing the development of
cooling flows.
One of the key physical mechanisms towards solving
the cooling flow problem is radio-mode AGN feedback,
which operates as radio-emitting jets apparently emanat-
ing from central supermassive black holes (SMBHs) pen-
etrate through and heat the ICM (McNamara & Nulsen
2012; Fabian 2012; Heckman & Best 2014; Soker 2016).
The jet-ICM interaction inflates kpc-sized active galac-
tic nucleus bubbles (AGN bubbles) of relativistic plasma,
which have been frequently observed through radio syn-
chrotron emissions and in X-ray images of galaxy clus-
ters as surface brightness depressions, i.e., “X-ray cav-
ities” (e.g., Boehringer et al. 1993; Fabian et al. 2002;
Bˆırzan et al. 2004; Croston et al. 2011). Radio-mode AGN
feedback also induces shocks (e.g., Randall et al. 2011;
Randall et al. 2015) and sound waves (e.g., Fabian et al.
c© 0000 The Authors
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2003; Fabian et al. 2017) in the ICM. Observations suggest
that radio-mode AGN feedback is usually energetically suf-
ficient to offset radiative cooling from cool cores of galaxy
clusters (Bˆırzan et al. 2004; Rafferty et al. 2006).
The key question then is if radio-mode AGN feedback
can effectively suppress cooling flows during at least a major
fraction of the lifetimes of galaxy clusters, which has been
extensively investigated with hydrodynamic simulations
(e.g., Ruszkowski & Begelman 2002; Brighenti & Mathews
2006; Vernaleo & Reynolds 2006; Cattaneo & Teyssier 2007;
Guo & Oh 2008; Dubois et al. 2011). Recent simulations
which implement momentum-driven AGN jets or out-
flows self-consistently triggered by cold gas accretion have
achieved great success in averting catastrophic cooling while
simultaneously keeping observed cool-core profiles in a
time-averaged sense (e.g., Gaspari et al. 2011; Gaspari et al.
2012; Li & Bryan 2014; Li et al. 2015; Prasad et al. 2015;
Yang & Reynolds 2016b). However, to heat the ICM isotrop-
ically, the jets in these simulations are often assumed to be
precessing with a typical precession angle of ∼ 10◦-25◦. It is
unclear if this assumption represents reality, although obser-
vational signatures of jet reorientation have been found in
some clusters (Babul et al. 2013). Furthermore, AGN jets in
clusters are presumably powered by SMBH’s hot accretion
flows (Yuan & Narayan 2014), which have never been di-
rectly simulated in cluster simulations due to the extremely
large dynamical range involved (see relevant discussions in
Gaspari & Sa¸dowski 2017). Therefore, there is no guarantee
that the sub-grid treatment of SMBH accretion, a key part
of the AGN feedback loop, is correct in current simulations.
A related central question is how AGN jets deliver en-
ergy to the ICM and avert cooling flows, which has been
actively debated in literature. Proposed channels of AGN
heating include the pdV work of expanding AGN bub-
bles (Ruszkowski & Begelman 2002; Guo et al. 2008), shock
heating (Bru¨ggen et al. 2007a; Randall et al. 2015; Li et al.
2016), viscous dissipation of sound waves (Ruszkowski et al.
2004; Fabian et al. 2017), mixing of the ICM with jet plasma
(Hillel & Soker 2016; Hillel & Soker 2017), turbulence dissi-
pation (Zhuravleva et al. 2014; Zhuravleva et al. 2016), and
cosmic ray heating through the dissipation of self-triggered
hydromagnetic waves (Guo & Oh 2008; Jacob & Pfrommer
2017; Ruszkowski et al. 2017). The pdV work does not di-
rectly increase the ICM’s entropy, but it increases the ICM’s
thermal energy, which is subsequently converted to its ki-
netic and potential energies during the ICM motions and
may eventually dissipate into heat and entropy. It is likely
that all of these heating channels take place to some ex-
tent in jet-mode AGN feedback, but it has been not easy to
perform a clean analysis on their relative importance, which
may also depend on jet properties (Tang & Churazov 2017).
In this paper, we use a specific idealized simulation of a
typical cool-core cluster to investigate in detail how a power-
ful AGN jet event triggered by the central cooling catastro-
phe averts and even reverse cooling flows. Unlike many re-
cent simulations focusing on the jet’s heating effects and the
ICM’s long-term balance between heating and cooling, we
particularly focus on complex gasdynamical processes dur-
ing and after the AGN feedback event, including the bow
(forward) shock, rarefaction wave, trailing outflow uplifted
by the AGN bubble, meridional circulations in the cluster
core. We investigate their dynamical and energetic roles in
heating and reversing cooling inflows and in averting catas-
trophic cooling. Such a detailed analysis on a specific AGN
jet event would be complementary to other studies that aim
to investigate the long-term ability of AGN feedback in solv-
ing the cooling flow problem.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We de-
scribe our model and the numerical setup in Section 2, and
present our results in Section 3. In Section 3.1, we study the
overall evolution of the ICM’s temperature, density and en-
tropy profiles before and after the AGN jet event. We then
analyze the bow shock and rarefaction wave induced by the
AGN event in Section 3.2. We study how the AGN event
heats the ICM in our simulation in Section 3.3, and the role
of the rarefaction wave in energy redistribution in the ICM
in Section 3.4. We then study trailing outflows uplifted by
the AGN bubble and cool-core circulations along meridional
planes in Section 3.5, and describe an emerging picture of
cool cluster cores going through cycles of cooling-induced
contraction and AGN-induced expansion in Section 3.6. We
finally summarize and discuss our results in Section 4.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Equations and Numerical Setup
We study the thermal and hydrodynamic evolution of the
ICM gas under the influence of gravity, radiative cooling,
and AGN feedback. The basic hydrodynamic equations gov-
erning the ICM evolution may be written as
dρ
dt
+ ρ∇ · v = 0, (1)
ρ
dv
dt
= −∇P − ρ∇Φ, (2)
∂e
∂t
+∇ · (ev) = −P∇ · v − C, (3)
where d/dt ≡ ∂/∂t + v · ∇ is the Lagrangian time deriva-
tive, Φ is the gravitational potential, and ρ, v, e, P are the
density, velocity, energy density, pressure of the ICM gas re-
spectively. C is the energy loss rate per unit volume due to
radiative cooling. The above hydrodynamic equation set is
closed by the relation P = (γ − 1)e, where γ = 5/3.
In this paper, we specifically study the evolution of
the ICM in a typical cool-core galaxy cluster subject to
cooling and an AGN jet episode. The most basic picture
here contains a rotational symmetry with respect to the
jet axis. We thus solve Equations (1) - (3) in (R, z) cylin-
drical coordinates using our own two-dimensional Eulerian
code similar to ZEUS 2D (Stone & Norman 1992). The
code has been extensively used in many previous stud-
ies, e.g., Guo & Mathews (2010b), Guo & Mathews (2010a),
Guo & Mathews (2011), Guo & Mathews (2012), Guo et al.
(2012), Guo (2015), Guo (2016). Starting from the origin,
the computational grid consists of 800 equally spaced zones
in both coordinates out to 200 kpc plus additional 400
logarithmically-spaced zones out to 2 Mpc. The spatial res-
olution within the inner 200 kpc is 0.25 kpc, while the large
outer boundary (2 Mpc) minimizes numerical impacts of the
outer boundary conditions on the cool cluster core region.
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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We adopt reflective boundary conditions at the inner bound-
aries. At the outer boundaries, we adopt reflective boundary
conditions as well, which prohibit mass exchange between
active and ghost zones (Stone & Norman 1992), facilitating
the analysis of the ICM energy evolution in Section 3.3.
The radiative cooling rate in Equation (3) may be writ-
ten as C = nineΛ(T, Z), where ne is the electron number
density, ni is the ion number density, and the cooling func-
tion Λ(T,Z) is adopted from Sutherland & Dopita (1993)
with a fixed metallicity Z = 0.4. The cooling time often be-
comes very short when the gas cools to low temperatures.
In order to accelerate the computations, we enforce a min-
imum gas temperature floor Tfloor = 10
5 K, and employ
the sub-cycling method for radiative cooling (Anninos et al.
1997; Proga et al. 2003; Ruszkowski et al. 2017) when the
local cooling time becomes shorter than the hydrodynamical
timestep. Our simulations do not have enough spatial resolu-
tions and physical processes to correctly follow the evolution
of cold gas.
In the collisionally-ionized hot ICM, the ion number
density ni may be roughly approximated to be ni = 1.1nH,
where nH is the proton number density. Therefore the mean
molecular weight per particle is µ = 0.61, and that per elec-
tron is µe = 5µ/(2 + µ) = 1.17. According to the ideal gas
law, the gas temperature is related to the gas pressure and
density via:
T =
µmµP
kBρ
=
µP
µekBne
, (4)
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant andmµ is the atomic mass
unit.
2.2 Cluster Setup
For initial conditions, we construct an idealized cool core
galaxy cluster in hydrostatic equilibrium. For concreteness,
the cluster profiles are initialized according to the archetypal
cool core cluster Abell 1795, which has been well observed
by both Chandra and XMM-Newton (Tamura et al. 2001;
Ettori et al. 2002; Vikhlinin et al. 2006). The initial cluster
setup is very similar to that in Guo & Mathews (2010b) and
Guo & Mathews (2014), where the readers are referred to for
more details.
We first setup the radial temperature profile of the ICM
using an analytic fit to the deprojected 3-dimensional tem-
perature distribution of A1795 derived from Chandra obser-
vations:
T (r) = (T 5in + T
5
V)
1/5, (5)
where Tin = 2.5 keV is the observed central temperature of
A1795, and TV is the best-fit temperature profile to Chandra
data of A1795 proposed by Vikhlinin et al. (2006):
TV(r) = 9.68tcool(r)tout(r) keV, (6)
where
tcool(r) =
0.1 + (r/r1)
1.03
1 + (r/r1)1.03
, (7)
describes that the temperature declines inward in the inner
cool-core region, and
tout(r) =
1
[1 + (r/r2)a]b/a
, (8)
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Figure 1. Initial density and temperature profiles of the ICM
gas in our simulation (solid lines). Crosses indicate Chandra data
of Abell 1795 by Ettori et al. (2002), while the dotted line in the
bottom panel represents the best analytical fit to Chandra data
by Vikhlinin et al. (2006) covering between 40 to 1000 kpc. The
arrow in the top panel indicates the centre of the innermost active
zone along either the R or z direction in our simulation.
represents the radially declining outer region. Here the pa-
rameters are r1 = 77 kpc, r2 = 550 kpc, a = 1.63 and
b = 0.9 (Vikhlinin et al. 2006). Our initial gas temperature
profile T (r) is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 1, in-
dicating clearly that it provides a reasonably good fit to
Chandra X-ray data of A1795 covering from the inner few
kpc to ∼ 1 Mpc.
The initial gas density profile is derived from the as-
sumption of hydrostatic equilibrium and a fixed gravita-
tional potential contributed by three components: the dark
matter halo (ΦDM), the central galaxy (Φ∗), and the central
SMBH (ΦBH):
Φ = ΦDM + Φ∗ + ΦBH. (9)
We adopt a Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile
(Navarro et al. 1997) for the dark matter density dis-
tribution:
ρDM(r) =
M0/2pi
r(r + rs)2
, (10)
where rs is the standard scale radius and M0 is a charac-
teristic mass. As in Guo & Mathews (2014), we take M0 =
4.2×1014M⊙, and rs = 430 kpc for A1795, which correspond
to a virial mass Mvir = 7.06 × 10
14M⊙ and a viral radius
rvir = 1.8 Mpc at the redshift of A1795 z = 0.0632. Here rvir
is defined as the radius within which the mean dark matter
density equals to 200ρcrit(z), where ρcrit(z) = 3H(z)
2/8piG
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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is the critical density of the universe at the redshift of the
system. The corresponding dark matter gravitational poten-
tial is:
ΦDM = −
2GM0
rs
ln(1 + r/rs)
r/rs
, (11)
where G is the gravitational constant.
We take the stellar mass density of the central galaxy
to have a Hernquist profile (Hernquist 1990):
ρ∗ =
M∗a
2pir
1
(r + a)3
, (12)
where M∗ is the total stellar mass and a = Re/1.8153 is a
scale length. Here Re is the radius of the isophote enclosing
half the galaxy’s light. For the Brightest Cluster Galaxy
(BCG) in A1795, M∗ = 5.35 × 10
11M⊙ and Re = 40.3 kpc
(Chandran & Rasera 2007; Guo & Mathews 2014). We note
that the adopted value of Re is larger than typical BCG
sizes, which may underestimate the BCG’s contribution to
the gravitational potential:
Φ∗ = −
GM∗
r + a
. (13)
The central SMBH’s gravitational potential may be
written as
ΦBH = −
GMBH
r − rg
, (14)
where MBH is the SMBH’s mass, rg = 2GMBH/c
2 is
the Schwarzschild radius, and the 1/(r − rg) mimics
the effects of general relativity (Paczyn´sky & Wiita 1980;
Quataert & Narayan 2000). For the central SMBH in A1795,
we take MBH = 1.66 × 10
9M⊙ (Chandran & Rasera 2007).
While we include the gravitational acceleration contributed
by the central SMBH in our simulations, it is negligibly small
compared to that contributed by the dark matter halo and
the central galaxy in all computational zones.
The initial cluster profiles described here are spherically
symmetric. We derive the initial gas density profile from the
initial temperature profile and the gravitational potential,
assuming hydrostatic equilibrium. We normalize the den-
sity profile by the central electron number density n0 (more
specifically, the value of ne at r = 9.8 pc), which is used as
a free parameter to fit the observed radial gas density dis-
tribution. In our simulations, the value of n0 is chosen to be
n0 = 0.48 cm
−3, which leads to an initial density profile that
provides a reasonably good fit to observations, as shown in
the top panel of Figure 1.
2.3 The Numerical Experiment and Jet Modeling
With the initial setup described in the previous two sub-
sections, we performed a numerical experiment to study the
development of cooling flows and more importantly, how a
subsequently-triggered powerful AGN outburst transfers en-
ergy to the ICM, averting cooling inflows. AGN heating in
galaxy clusters is usually considered as a feedback mecha-
nism, which relates the onset of AGN outbursts directly to
the ICM cooling and inflow. Such an AGN feedback mech-
anism is required to stably maintain cool-core cluster pro-
files, as shown in the global stability analysis of Guo et al.
(2008). Recent state-of-the-art hydrodynamical simulations
in this field also favor the self-regulated AGN feedback mech-
anism, where AGN outbursts are triggered by the so-called
“cold-mode accretion” of cold gas dropped out from the hot
ICM (Gaspari et al. 2011; Gaspari et al. 2012; Li et al. 2015;
Yang & Reynolds 2016a; Yang & Reynolds 2016b; Li et al.
2016). These simulations usually start with a spherically-
symmetric hydrostatic ICM, and cold gas often first appears
right after the central cooling catastrophe happens.
Our numerical experiment is in line with recent
progress. We first let the initially hydrostatic cluster evolve
under the influence of radiative cooling and gravity, but
without AGN outbursts. Once the central cooling catas-
trophe happens (after around the central gas cooling time;
Guo & Mathews 2014), AGN feedback is manually trig-
gered. To be specific, we turn on an AGN jet in our simulated
hemisphere of the cluster once the total mass of cold gas with
T < Tcrit = 5×10
5 K within the central 1 kpc becomes larger
than Mcrit = 10
−3M⊙. Once the cooling catastrophe starts,
it develops very quickly, and thus the exact values of Tcrit
and Mcrit do not affect the results in the paper. For simplic-
ity, when it is active, the jet in our simulation is steady and
uniform at the jet base, corresponding to a steady accretion
flow around the central SMBH. This is different from the
“instantaneous” feedback model adopted in recent simula-
tions (e.g., Yang & Reynolds 2016b; Li et al. 2016), where
the jet parameters are determined instantaneously by the
amount of central cold gas and a fixed “free-fall” timescale.
In reality, before being accreted by the central SMBH, cold
gas may circularize around it, forming a torus or accretion
flow. The jet properties are determined by complex physi-
cal processes taking place in accretion flows. Our simple jet
modeling method provides a straightforward way to investi-
gate how a powerful AGN jet episode suppresses and even
reverses cooling inflows.
In our simulation, the AGN jet is injected into the
ICM at the cluster centre along the z-axis with an open-
ing angle of 0 degree. Similar to Bru¨ggen et al. (2007b) and
Guo & Mathews (2011), we initialize the jet by applying in-
flow boundary conditions to a cylindrical nozzle placed in
ghost zones, which inject the mass-, momentum-, and ther-
mal energy fluxes into active computational zones. The jet’s
kinetic energy is automatically injected into the ICM with
the injection of mass and momentum. In the initialization
nozzle, the jet is uniform and steady, characterized by 4 pa-
rameters: density ρjet, thermal energy density ejet, velocity
vjet, and radius Rjet. The jet is turned off after an active
duration of tjet. In our simulation, the values of these pa-
rameters are: ρjet = 1.61 × 10
−26 g cm−3 (density contrast
η = 0.1 with respect to the central ICM density in the in-
nermost active zone at t = 0), ejet = 1.91 × 10
−9 erg cm−3
(energy density contrast ηe ≡ ejet/eamb = 2 with respect
to the central ICM thermal energy density eamb at t = 0),
vjet = 3.0 × 10
9 cm s−1, Rjet = 1.5 kpc (6 computational
grids along the R direction), and tjet = 5 Myr. These val-
ues are specifically chosen to ensure that the AGN event is
powerful enough to reheat the cooling flow back to the ini-
tial cluster profile, while driving a bow shock with its aspect
ratio (major to minor axis ratio) roughly consistent with
observations. From t = 250 Myr to 300 Myr as seen in the
left panel of Figure 3, the shock’s aspect ratio evolves from
3.0 to 1.6. For comparison, the shock’s aspect ratios in two
observed powerful AGN outbursts Cygnus A (Wilson et al.
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Figure 2. Temporal evolution of mass-weighted spherically-averaged profiles of (a) gas temperature (b) electron number density and (c)
specific entropy S ≡ T/n
2/3
e . The left panels correspond to the “pure cooling” run, where no AGN jets are turned on during the whole
simulation. In our main “AGN feedback” run (right panels), the ICM first evolves due to gravity and radiative cooling until t ∼ 238
Myr, when a central cooling catastrophe develops. Then an episode of AGN jet activity with a duration of tjet = 5 Myr is triggered, and
over-heats the cool cluster core. At t ∼ 500 Myr, the ICM returns roughly back to its initial profile due to cooling.
2006) and MS 0735.6+7421 (hereafter MS0735; Gitti et al.
2007) are 2.2 and 1.5, respectively (considering the projec-
tion effect, the real values may be larger; Mathews & Guo
2010). According to the classification of AGN jets in Guo
(2015) and Guo (2016), the jet in our simulation is light,
and internally supersonic with an internal Mach number
Mint ∼ 8.26.
The jet power in the initialization nozzle may be written
as
Pjet = Pkin + Pth, (15)
where Pkin = ρjetv
3
jetpiR
2
jet/2 and Pth = ejetvjetpiR
2
jet are the
kinetic and thermal powers of the jet, respectively. The jet
in our simulation is dominated by the kinetic power with
Pkin = 1.46 × 10
46 erg/s and Pth = 3.85 × 10
44 erg/s. The
total jet power Pjet = 1.5 × 10
46 erg/s is close to that
estimated in Cygnus A (Wilson et al. 2006) and MS0735
(McNamara et al. 2009), but less than the maximum jet
power ∼ 1047 erg/s reached in some recent simulations
(e.g., Gaspari et al. 2011; Li et al. 2015; Yang & Reynolds
2016b). The total jet energy in our simulation is Ejet =
Pjettjet ∼ 2.4 × 10
60 erg, which is much less than that in
Cygnus A and MS0735. The jet episode in our simulation is
powerful and brief, while a less powerful jet with a longer
duration would result in a more gentle impact on cluster
cores. The dominant channel through which the jet delivers
energy to the ICM may be different for these two types of
jet activities.
3 RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of our main simulation
(thereafter denoted as the “AGN feedback” run) described
in detail in Section 2.3. For comparison, we also present some
results from a control run, denoted as the “pure cooling”
run, where cooling flows are developed unimpeded without
turning on AGN feedback throughout the whole run.
3.1 Evolution of ICM Profiles
We first investigate the overall cluster evolution by looking
at the spherically-averaged profiles. Figure 2 shows the time
evolution of mass-weighted spherically-averaged profiles of
gas temperature, density, and specific entropy S ≡ T/n
2/3
e
in the “pure cooling” run (left panels) and our main “AGN
feedback” run (right panels). The left panels clearly show the
development of cooling flows under the influence of gravity
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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and radiative cooling. The hot ICM initially in hydrostatic
equilibrium gradually loses pressure support due to cooling,
leading to a gradual decrease in both temperature and en-
tropy, and increase in density. At t ∼ 238 Myr, a central
cooling catastrophe suddenly appears, and the gas temper-
ature in central regions drops very quickly down to the tem-
perature floor in our simulation. After that, cold gas drops
out and accumulates in central regions quickly. The mass
inflow rate across r = 50 kpc in this “catastrophic cooling”
state of A1795 is about 160 - 200M⊙/yr, as seen in Fig-
ure 9 and relevant discussions in Section 3.6. This picture
on the cooling-flow development in galaxy clusters is consis-
tent with recent high-resolution simulations in Li & Bryan
(2012) and Guo & Mathews (2014).
The cluster evolution in our main run is shown in the
right panels. During the first 238 Myr, cooling flows develop
gradually in the ICM without AGN feedback, which is the
same as in the “pure cooling” run. Once the central cooling
catastrophe appears at t ∼ 238 Myr, an AGN jet activity
is manually turned on to mimic AGN feedback triggered by
the SMBH’s accretion of cold gas resulting from the central
cooling catastrophe. As elaborated in Section 2.3, the jet is
specifically set up to be powerful enough to avert cooling
flows, while its power is still consistent with powerful AGN
outbursts observed in some cool core clusters (e.g., Cygnus
A and MS0732).
The right panels of Figure 2 clearly show that the jet
stops the central cooling catastrophe, and heats up the clus-
ter core. In the inner regions with r . 20 kpc, the gas is
over-heated as the temperature and entropy rise above their
initial values at t = 0. The jet event in our simulation is
brief with a duration of tjet = 5 Myr. After the jet event,
the cluster re-adjusts its profiles, and cools later on back to
roughly its initial distribution at t ∼ 500 Myr. In the subsec-
tions below, we focus on studying in detail the energetical
and dynamical processes as the jet averts and even reverses
the cooling inflow.
3.2 Shock Waves and Cool Core Expansion
What happens to the cooling inflow as the jet is injected
into the ICM? Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution of the
inner cluster region in our simulation. The left and right
panels show the gas density and velocity distributions, re-
spectively, at t = 237.6, 250, 300, 400, and 500 Myr (from
top to bottom). The top panels correspond to the ICM state
at t = 237.6 Myr, right before the onset of the central cool-
ing catastrophe. Clearly the ICM gas in the cooling flow is
all moving toward the cluster centre, where the gas density
is the highest and the cooling time is the shortest. Which
naturally explains why the cooling catastrophe first appears
in the cluster centre.
The evolution of AGN jets in an ambient medium has
been extensively studied with hydrodynamic simulations in
the past decades (e.g., Norman et al. 1982; Reynolds et al.
2001; Ruszkowski et al. 2004; Hardcastle & Krause 2013;
Guo 2015). As a supersonic jet penetrates through the am-
bient ICM, it drives a bow shock that encloses the jet and
the lobe resulting from its interaction with the ICM. Since
the jet moves much faster than the bow shock, it creates
a hotspot at its head (working surface) bracketed by the
apex of the bow shock and a reverse shock within the jet
near its working surface. The jet’s kinetic energy is quickly
dissipated into thermal energy through the reverse shock,
and the high pressure in the hot spot drives expansion and
the bow shock. The outward-propagating bow shock can be
clearly seen as a sharp semi-elliptical discontinuity in the
second and third rows of Figure 3, corresponding to the
times t = 250, 300 Myr, respectively. Along the R direction,
the shock’s Mach number drops from ∼ 1.26 at t = 250
Myr to 1.09 at t = 300 Myr. Right behind the shock front,
there is a shell of post-shock gas that is moving away from
the cluster centre. This is essentially a rarefaction wave fol-
lowing the bow shock. The locations of the bow shock and
rarefaction wave are also shown schematically in the middle
two panels of Figure 10 (see Sec. 3.6 for more details).
Here we stress important dynamical impacts of the
AGN-driven bow shock and the post-shock rarefaction wave
on the cool core and the development of cooling flows
therein. As the bow shock propagates outward through
the ICM, it reverses cooling inflows into outflows, and the
shocked gas in the downstream of the shock forms the
outward-propagating rarefaction wave, as clearly seen in the
second and third rows of Figure 3. In our particular simula-
tion at t = 250 or 300 Myr, the typical outflowing velocity in
the downstream of the shock is several hundreds km/s, which
is much larger than the inflow speed of several tens km/s
in the upstream of the shock. AGN-driven bow shocks have
been frequently observed in cool-core clusters (Randall et al.
2011; Randall et al. 2015). The post-shock rarefaction wave
causes cool core expansion and rarefies the dense cool core
region, thus playing an important role in averting the central
cooling catastrophe which otherwise develops in a classical
cooling flow seen in our “pure cooling” run.
As the shock front propagates far away, the shocked
gas in inner regions changes its velocity direction again and
moves inward, as seen in the fourth and fifth rows of Figure
3, corresponding to the times t = 400 and 500 Myr, respec-
tively. This is consistent with wave nature of the post-shock
rarefaction wave. However, a particularly important kinetic
feature within the post-shock cool core is the vertical out-
flow trailing behind the AGN bubble, as clearly seen in the
bottom two rows of Figure 3 (also see Fig. 10). These trailing
outflows along the jet direction and inflows in other direc-
tions form cool-core circulations in meridional planes, which
suppresses accumulation of gas in the cluster centre and the
subsequent onset of the cooling catastrophe there. We will
further investigate trailing outflows and meridional circula-
tions in more detail in the next subsection.
The AGN-driven expansion of cool cluster cores is real
in our simulation, which can also be seen in Figure 4. The
top panel shows the time evolution of normalized gas masses
within three representative spheres of radii r = 50, 100, and
200 kpc. Before turning on the AGN jet, the total gas mass
within each spherical region increases gradually with time,
as a result of the cooling inflow. Once the jet is turned on
at t ∼ 237.6 Myr, the bow shock and rarefaction wave are
produced, and the cluster expands from inner to outer re-
gions. The gas mass enclosed within the inner 50 kpc region
decreases quickly by ∼ 30% within several tens Myrs, while
the total gas masses enclosed within 100 and 200 kpc re-
gions start to decrease later as it takes time for the bow
shock to propagate outward. The peak outflow rate is sev-
eral thousands M⊙/yr, as seen in the bottom panel, which
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Figure 3. Temporal evolution of the inner cluster region (400 × 200 kpc) in our main “AGN feedback” run. The left panels show the
gas density distribution at five times t = 238, 250, 300, 400, and 500 Myr, and the top colour bar refers to gas density in units of g cm−3
in logarithmic scale. The corresponding velocity distributions at these five times are shown in the right panels, where arrows indicate
velocity directions, while their colours refer to velocity magnitudes with a colour bar in units of cm/s in logarithmic scale shown above
the right panels. The jet is turned on at t = 238 Myr, right after the time of the top panels.
also clearly shows that after the outflow episode, gas flows in
again with negative values of M˙ . However, even at t = 500
Myr, which is more than 250 Myr after the onset of AGN
feedback, the gas mass enclosed within the inner 50 kpc is
still less than its value at t ∼ 237.6 Myr (right before the
jet event), indicating that the overall cool core expansion
induced by the jet event is significant.
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Figure 4. Top panel: Temporal evolution of integrated gas masses
within three spheres of radii r = 50 (solid), 100 (dotted), and
200 kpc (dashed) normalized by the corresponding enclosed gas
masses at t = 0. Durations with positive slopes indicate ICM in-
flows and cluster contraction, while negative slopes indicate out-
flows and expansion. Bottom panel: Time evolution of gas mass
flow rates (averaged with a moving 5 Myr window) across the sur-
faces of three spheres with radii r = 50 (solid), 100 (dotted), and
200 kpc (dashed). Positive values indicate outflows, while negative
values correspond to inflows.
3.3 Energy Evolution and Shock Heating
Here we study the energy evolution and heating mechanisms
of the ICM during the gasdynamical processes investigated
in the previous subsection. We first investigate the global
energy evolution of the ICM in Figure 5, which shows the
temporal evolution of the kinetic energy Ekin, the change in
the potential energy ∆Epot, and the change in thermal en-
ergy ∆Eth of the whole simulated ICM hemisphere in both
the “pure cooling” and AGN feedback runs. In the pure
cooling run (dotted lines), the decrease of thermal energy
is significant during the simulation, which is obviously due
to radiative cooling. The cooling-induced inflow causes the
cluster contraction, explaining the evident decrease of poten-
tial energy, which is gradually converted to thermal energy
and kinetic energy. However, the increase of kinetic energy
is negligibly small compared to changes in thermal and po-
tential energies during the whole “pure cooling” run.
In the AGN feedback run, an AGN jet is turned on at
t = 237.6 Myr (the left vertical dashed line), and lasts for
5 Myr, causing sharp increases of the kinetic and thermal
energies, as clearly seen in Figure 5. While the initial jet
in the initialization nozzle is dominated by kinetic energy
(Pkin/Pjet ∼ 97%), the increase of the system’s thermal en-
Figure 5. Global energy evolutions in the “pure cooling” run
(dotted) and our main “AGN feedback” run (solid). From top
to bottom, each solid (or dashed) line represents the temporal
evolution of the kinetic energy Ekin, the change in the potential
energy ∆Epot, and the change in thermal energy ∆Eth, all eval-
uated within the whole simulated hemisphere. The left and right
vertical dashed lines indicate the start and end times of the AGN
jet event, respectively.
ergy during the jet injection phase is comparable to that in
kinetic energy, due to the rapid dissipation of kinetic energy
by shocks within the supersonic jet and the bow shock. The
kinetic energy of the system starts to decrease when the jet is
turned off at t = 242.6 Myr (the right vertical dashed line),
while the increase of the thermal energy by shock dissipa-
tion lasts slightly longer until t ∼ 245 Myr. The potential
energy initially decreases with time during the cooling in-
flow phase, but once the AGN jet is turned on, it becomes
relatively flat with time until t ∼ 320 Myr. The potential
energy increases in the post-shock rarefaction wave, which
is roughly compensated by its decrease in inflowing outer
regions.
To further study jet heating on the cool core region, we
show in the top panel of Figure 6 the energy evolution of the
ICM gas elements initially located with distances of r0 < 100
kpc to the cluster centre. As described in detail in Section
3.5, we “paint” these gas elements at t = 0 with the only
non-zero concentrations of a tracer fluid: Z0 ≡ ρ
′/ρ = 1,
where ρ′ is the density of the tracer fluid. As each gas ele-
ment moves, the value of concentration Z is conserved, and
thus we can study the energy evolution of these gas ele-
ments in a Lagrangian way. We note, however, that as the
jet moves quickly across numerical grids in our simulation,
it inevitably mixes with the ambient ICM gas through nu-
merical diffusion (i.e., advection errors), and RT and KH
instabilities at the bubble/ICM interface further facilitates
the mixing, which results in some grids with 0 < Z < 1 (see
the top panel of Fig. 8). In the top panel of Figure 6, we
show the temporal evolution of the energies associated with
the gas elements with both Z > 0.5 (solid) and Z > 0.1
(dashed), and their evolutions are very similar (except for
the late evolution of the potential energy), suggesting that
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Figure 6. Temporal evolutions of the kinetic energy, change in
the potential energy, and change in thermal energy, of the ICM
gas elements with initial radii r0 in the following three regions:
r0 < 100 kpc (top panel), 100 < r0 < 200 kpc (middle panel), and
200 < r0 < 300 kpc (bottom panel). For each panel, we performed
a specific simulation where the gas elements in the corresponding
region are traced in a Lagrangian way by a tracer fluid with initial
concentrations Z0 = 1 at t = 0 (Z0 is set to be zero for all other
gas elements in the cluster). The value of Z for each gas element
is effectively conserved during evolution, although inevitable nu-
merical diffusion tends to mix it with the ambient gas. Solid and
dotted lines in each panel correspond to the temporal evolution
of energies integrated from all the gas elements with Z > 0.5 and
Z > 0.1, respectively, in the corresponding run.
our method does a reasonably good job in tracing the La-
grangian energy evolution of the ICM.
Now let us look at the Lagrangian evolution of the ki-
netic energy, change in the potential energy, and change in
thermal energy, of the gas elements with r0 < 100 kpc in
the top panel of Figure 6. When t < 237.6 Myr, both the
thermal and potential energies decrease with time due to
cooling and the ICM contraction. Once the jet is turned on
at t = 237.6 Myr, both the kinetic and thermal energies in-
crease rapidly. The increase phase of the kinetic energy is
very brief, and stops at t ∼ 245 Myr, when shock dissipa-
tion surpasses kinetic motions induced by the jet injection.
The vertical dotted line corresponds to t = 250 Myr, when
the bow shock starts to propagate across r = 100 kpc (see
the second row of Fig. 3) and the thermal energy starts to
decrease due to adiabatic expansion in the rarefaction wave
(also see Sec. 3.4). The peak thermal energy after the jet
event is much higher than its initial value at t = 0, indicat-
ing that the cool core is over-heated by the jet event.
How does the jet heat the cool core gas in our simu-
lation? Possible heating mechanisms include mixing, pdV
work, turbulence, and shock. The jet-ICM mixing region is
located within the low-density AGN bubble (cavity), and
the ICM heating due to mixing should be appreciably less
than the whole thermal energy contained in the AGN bubble
(cavity). At t = 250 Myr (the second row of Fig. 3), the AGN
bubble may be approximated by a cylinder with radius Rb ∼
10 kpc and height hb ∼ 80 kpc, and the internal thermal en-
ergy density eb varies between 2−5×10
−10 erg cm−3. Taking
eb ∼ 4 × 10
−10 erg cm−3, the whole thermal energy within
the AGN bubble is Eb ∼ ebpiR
2
bhb ∼ 3 × 10
59 erg, which
is only about 1/6 of the sharp increase of the ICM thermal
energy ∆Eth ∼ 1.8 × 10
60 erg from t = 237.6 Myr to 250
Myr. Similarly, the pdV work done during the inflation of
the AGN bubble is EpdV ∼ PbpiR
2
bhb ∼ (γ−1)Eb ∼ 2×10
59
erg, which is only ∼ 10% of ∆Eth. Here Pb ∼ (γ − 1)eb is
the bubble pressure. We further argue that turbulence heat-
ing is unlikely to dominate (also see Reynolds et al. 2015),
as the velocity fields in Fig. 3 do not show significant levels
of turbulence and no explicit viscosity other than artificial
viscosity is included to dissipate turbulence in our simula-
tion. Furthermore, the dissipation of the jet’s kinetic energy
is very rapid.
We therefore conclude that the ICM heating in our sim-
ulation is mainly due to shock heating, which is consistent
with the rather rapid dissipation of the jet’s kinetic energy
seen in Figure 5 and the top panel of Figure 6. Figure 7
shows the time evolution of the total energy Eshock dissi-
pated by shocks within time t in all active zones with a pres-
sure jump: Pi/Pi+1 > 1.6 (solid), 1.1 (dotted), 1.01 (short-
dashed), and 1.001 (long-dashed), where Pi is the pressure
in each zone and Pi+1 is the pressure in the adjacent zone
along either the positive z or R direction. As in the ZEUS
code (Stone & Norman 1992; also see Li et al. 2016), shock
dissipation is dealt with a von Neumann-Richtmyer artificial
viscosity and Eshock can thus be simply evaluated with the
dissipation of kinetic energy by the artificial viscosity in the
corresponding zones. We note that Eshock includes shock dis-
sipation within both the supersonic jet and ICM, although
the reverse shock near the jet terminus (Pi/Pi+1 < 1) has
already been excluded by the above pressure jump condi-
tions. For very low values of Pi/Pi+1, Eshock may also in-
clude dissipation of complex flows and waves (Ryu et al.
2003). Nonetheless, Figure 7 suggests that shock heating
may indeed be significant, and happens mostly during and
shortly after the jet event. For example, at t = 250 Myr
when the bow shock only reaches R ∼ 30 kpc along the R
direction, shock dissipation with Pi/Pi+1 > 1.6 has almost
finished, and ∼ 87% of energy dissipation by shocks with
Pi/Pi+1 > 1.1 has been completed. As clearly seen in the
second and third rows of Figure 3, the most evident shock
in the ICM is the bow shock, which presumably dominates
over-heating of the cool core. Efficient shock heating during
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Figure 7. The total energy dissipated by shocks within time t in
all active zones with a pressure jump: Pi/Pi+1 > 1.6 (solid), 1.1
(dotted), 1.01 (short-dashed), and 1.001 (long-dashed) along ei-
ther the positive z or R direction. Shock heating is evaluated with
the dissipation of kinetic energy by a von Neumann-Richtmyer
artificial viscosity in the corresponding zones. The left and right
vertical dashed lines indicate the start and end times of the AGN
jet event, respectively.
powerful AGN outbursts has also been found recently by
Yang & Reynolds (2016a) and Li et al. (2016).
3.4 Energy Transport by the Rarefaction Wave
As studied in the previous subsection (Fig. 5 and the top
panel of Fig. 6), shocks driven by the powerful AGN jet dis-
sipate kinetic energy rapidly and over-heat the cool cluster
core in our simulation. This is consistent with earlier studies
by Fujita & Suzuki (2005) and Mathews et al. (2006), who
found that AGN-driven shocks tend to dissipate kinetic en-
ergy rapidly in inner cool core regions. Then, how does the
jet transfer its energy to the whole cluster core and even
outer cluster regions? Bow shocks are followed by rarefac-
tion waves, which cause the cluster expansion. Here we study
energy transport by the rarefaction wave in our simulation.
The top panel of Fig. 6 shows that the thermal energy
of the gas elements with r0 < 100 kpc decreases significantly
by an amount of 2.2×1060 erg from t = 0.25 Gyr to 0.32 Gyr,
which is clearly due to adiabatic losses by the core expansion
during the rarefaction wave phase. Presumably a significant
fraction of the lost energy is transported to outer regions.
To confirm this, we follow the energy evolution of the gas
elements initially located within 100 < r0 < 200 kpc at t = 0
in the middle panel of Fig. 6, which clearly shows that the
thermal energy of these gas elements increases significantly
from t = 0.25 Gyr (the left vertical dotted line) to 0.31 Gyr
(the right vertical dotted line) by an amount of 1.3 × 1060
erg. In the rarefaction wave, some thermal energy is also
converted to potential energy, while another fraction is lost
to radiation.
At t ∼ 0.31 Gyr, the shock front reaches r ∼ 200 kpc,
and the thermal energy of the gas elements with 100 < r0 <
200 kpc decreases significantly from t = 0.31 Gyr to 0.38 Gyr
by an amount of 3.3×1060 erg due to the gas expansion. Most
of the lost energy is transported to the gas elements with
r0 < 100 kpc (see the corresponding thermal energy increase
during the same epoch in the top panel) and 200 < r0 < 300
kpc (see the thermal energy increase between two dotted
lines in the bottom panel of Fig. 6). At t ∼ 0.38 Gyr, the
thermal energy of the cool core gas with r0 < 100 kpc is
close to its initial value at t = 0, indicating that the net
energy gain during the first 380 Myr through shock heat-
ing, adiabatic expansion, and the later contraction roughly
balances the energy loss through radiation. As also seen in
the bottom panel of Fig. 6, the bow shock and rarefaction
wave reach r ∼ 300 kpc at t ∼ 0.38 Gyr, and the thermal
energy of the gas elements with 200 < r0 < 300 kpc starts
to decrease significantly as it is adiabatically transported to
the inner (100 < r0 < 200 kpc) and outer (r0 > 300 kpc)
regions. We note that, to make the middle and bottom pan-
els, we performed two additional simulations that trace the
Lagrangian evolution of the gas elements initially located in
the regions 100 < r0 < 200 kpc and 200 < r0 < 300 kpc,
respectively, by assigning the only nonzero values of Z0 = 1
to each corresponding region.
In summary, the rarefaction wave which follows the bow
shock transports thermal energy from the over-heated clus-
ter core to outer regions, and thus plays a key role in the
energy redistribution in galaxy clusters during AGN feed-
back events.
3.5 Trailing Outflows and Meridional Circulations
In this subsection, we study in more detail trailing outflows
of AGN bubbles and meridional circulations in cool cluster
cores found in Section 3.2. The ICM velocity distributions
in the bottom two rows of Figure 3 clearly show coherent
gas outflows behind the AGN bubble along the z axis at
t = 400 and 500 Myr, extending from the cluster centre to
the bottom of the AGN bubble (∼ 150 kpc in our run). In
the present paper, we refer these coherent outflows as “in-
tracluster trailing outflows”, as they are apparently trail-
ing flows of AGN bubbles in their wakes. We note that in
our simulation the AGN bubble is significantly disrupted
by Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) and Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) insta-
bilities (Reynolds et al. 2005), unlike some old intact X-ray
cavities detected in galaxy clusters (e.g., the outer north-
western X-ray cavity in Perseus; see Figure 3 in Fabian et al.
2000). The suppression of these interface instabilities during
the development of AGN bubbles may be due to shear vis-
cosity (Kaiser et al. 2005; Reynolds et al. 2005; Guo et al.
2012; Guo 2015) or magnetic tension (Kaiser et al. 2005;
Jones & De Young 2005; Ruszkowski et al. 2007), which is
not included in our simulation. However, the formation of
trailing outflows should be robust, as also seen in simula-
tions of AGN bubbles in viscous media (see Fig. 8 of Guo
2015).
Do coherent outflowing motions trailing behind the
AGN bubble represent real outflows? To answer this ques-
tion, we rerun our simulation by additionally following the
evolution of a tracer fluid ρ′ which follows gas motions, i.e.,
dρ′/dt + ρ′∇ · v = 0. Combining with the gas mass con-
servation equation (1), one can easily derive the governing
equation for the concentration of the tracer fluid (Z ≡ ρ′/ρ):
dZ/dt = 0, i.e., the value of Z for each fluid element does
not change with time. In our simulation, we choose as the
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Figure 8. Temporal evolution of the concentration distribution
(Z) of the tracer fluid in a simulation where the initial value of
Z at t = 0 is 1 if r ≤ 100 kpc and 0 if r > 100 kpc. Arrows over-
plotted in each panel indicate directions of gas velocities. From
top to bottom, the time of each panel is t = 300, 400, 500, 700
Myr. The top colour bar represents Z in linear scale. It is clear
that trailing flows behind the AGN bubble form real outflows in
the ICM, which fall back to the cluster centre at later times, e.g.,
at t = 700 Myr.
initial condition at t = 0 the values of Z to be:
Z0 =
{
1 if r ≤ 100 kpc,
0 if r > 100 kpc.
(16)
Thus the concentration Z can be used to trace the spatial
evolution of the ICM gas initially located within the central
sphere of radius 100 kpc.
Figure 8 shows the time evolution of the concentration
distribution (Z) of the tracer fluid. It is clear that the trail-
ing outflow is real: some of the gas originally located within
r ≤ 100 kpc is uplifted to r ∼ 100 − 200 kpc along the jet
direction by the AGN bubble at t = 400, 500, 700 Myr. The
trailing outflow along the z direction and inflows in other di-
rections form gas circulations in the meridional planes, and
near the bottom of the AGN bubble, meridional vortexes
also appear. At t = 700 Myr, one can clearly see that the
trailing flow is falling back to the cluster centre (see the over-
plotted velocity vectors), suggesting that the outflow does
not leave the cluster eventually, but instead it is confined to
the cluster.
Trailing outflows play an important role in suppressing
or delaying the central cooling catastrophe. As the rarefac-
tion wave propagates away to large radii, gas inflows resume
in the inner core region, as clearly seen in Figures 3 and 8
and discussed in Section 3.2. If there are no trailing outflows,
the gas density in the cluster centre would rise rapidly and
a central cooling catastrophe would then develop. Trailing
outflows uplifted by AGN bubbles transport gas from the
inner cluster core to outer regions, suppressing gas accu-
mulation at the cluster centre resulting from inflows along
other directions and thus averting the central cooling catas-
trophe, which is delayed until trailing outflows fall back to
the cluster centre at later times (see Section 3.6).
Observational evidence for trailing outflows has been
found in some cool core clusters where the spatial distri-
butions of heavy elements are anisotropic and preferen-
tially aligned with the large-scale radio and cavity axes
(Kirkpatrick et al. 2011; Kirkpatrick & McNamara 2015),
suggesting that hot metal-rich outflows are indeed lifted
up by AGN jets. Hydrodynamic simulations following both
the jet and metallicity evolution in galaxy clusters would
be helpful to further explore this scenario (e.g., Barai et al.
2016, which however does not investigate the angular distri-
bution of metals). Along the axes of trailing outflows, gas
density is relatively high, as seen in the bottom two rows
of Figure 3, and cold gas may drop out due to local ther-
mal instability, forming cold filaments found in some galaxy
clusters (e.g., Mittal et al. 2012; Tremblay et al. 2015).
3.6 Emerging Picture of Cyclic Cool Cores
What is the long-term evolution of cool cluster cores after
powerful AGN feedback events? After the onset of the AGN
jet event, the cool core in our simulation is quickly over-
heated by shock dissipation, and rarefied by the rarefaction
wave which transports energy to large radii. As the bow
shock weakens and propagates further away, the inner core
region starts to contract again and form meridional circula-
tions with trailing outflows uplifted by the AGN bubble, as
shown in Figure 3. Trailing outflows avoid rapid accumula-
tion of gas at the cluster centre, and thus delay the onset
of central cooling catastrophe. However, as shown by the
velocity field in the bottom panel of Figure 8, the trailing
outflows could not eventually leave the deep potential well of
the cluster, and at t = 700 Myr, they are clearly falling back
to the cluster centre along the z axis. The gas density at the
cluster centre would then increase rapidly, and at t = 746
Myr in our simulation, a cooling catastrophe happens again
in the cluster centre. The temporal evolution of gas masses
within three representative spheres and the mass flow rates
across their surfaces are shown in Figure 9, indicating that
the mass inflow rate across r = 50 kpc in the developed
cooling flow in our simulated cluster A1795 is about 160 -
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 4, but showing evolution to a later
time t = 800 Myr. The two arrows in the top panel indicate the
onset times of the first and second cooling catastrophes. An AGN
jet event is manually turned on right after the first cooling catas-
trophe lasting for a duration of tjet = 5 Myr, while no AGN jets
are turned on after the second cooling catastrophe. The bottom
panel shows that the mass inflow rate across r = 50 kpc in the
developed cooling flow of A1795 is about 160 - 200M⊙/yr.
200M⊙/yr. The mass inflow rate in the cooling flow phase
increases with radius, suggesting that gas densities in the
cool core increase continuously, as also seen in the left panel
of Figure 2.
Thus, the evolution of cool cluster cores seems to be
cyclic, and a typical cycle is summarized schematically in
Figure 10. What would be observational evidence for cyclic
cool cores going through cooling-induced contraction and
AGN-induced expansion. Cool cores are under-heated dur-
ing the cooling flow phase, but over-heated during the AGN
outburst phase. Thus in the former phase, gas densities and
the X-ray luminosity of the cool core are relatively higher,
while the central gas entropy would be relatively lower. For
galaxy clusters with the same virial mass, cyclic cool cores
suggested by our simulation would thus lead to an anti-
correlation between the gas fraction (or X-ray luminosity) of
cool cores and the central gas entropy, which is not naturally
expected in steady-state models of cool cluster cores.
4 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We investigate the cooling flow problem in a typical cool
core cluster – Abell 1795, and in particular, focus on how
a powerful AGN jet event triggered by the central cool-
ing catastrophe, heats and reverses the cluster core from
the “catastrophic cooling” state back to its initial cool-core
state. We use a “pure cooling” control run where no AGN
jets are triggered for comparison, and investigate in detail
complex gasdynamical processes and energy evolution in an
“AGN feedback” run, where a powerful AGN jet event is
turned on once the central cooling catastrophe starts. The
jet parameters are specifically chosen so that the cluster pro-
files will reverse back to their initial distributions after the
jet event.The supersonic jet is active steadily for a dura-
tion of 5 Myr, and its power Pjet = 1.5 × 10
46 erg/s, which
is dominated by the kinetic energy, is comparable to that
estimated in Cygnus A (Wilson et al. 2006) and MS0735
(McNamara et al. 2009), but less than the maximum jet
power ∼ 1047 erg/s reached in some recent simulations
(e.g., Gaspari et al. 2011; Li et al. 2015; Yang & Reynolds
2016b). Our main findings are summarized below:
• Without AGN feedback, a cooling inflow gradually de-
velops, and cooling catastrophe first appears at the clus-
ter centre (at t ∼ 237.6 Myr in our simulation), which is
consistent with previous studies (e.g., Li & Bryan 2012 and
Guo & Mathews 2014).
• The AGN jet triggered after the central cooling catas-
trophe drives a bow shock, which reverses cooling inflows
into outflowing motions. A rarefaction wave following the
shock front expands the shocked ICM, rarefying the dense
cool core and lowering central cooling rates.
• The powerful AGN jet event is able to bring the cluster
core from the catastrophic cooling state back to the initial
cool-core state. In our simulation, ICM heating is dominated
by shock heating, while mixing and turbulent heating are
less important. Most shock energy is dissipated rapidly in
the inner core region, while the rarefaction wave is efficient
in transporting and re-distributing energy to outer regions.
• As the AGN bubble rises away from the cluster cen-
tre, it uplifts trailing outflows in its wake along the original
jet direction. Since inflows resume in the core along other
directions as the rarefaction wave propagates away, trailing
outflows suppress gas accumulation and cooling rates in the
cluster centre by transporting gas from the inner core to
outer regions. As a result, meridional circulations also form
in the cool core.
• Trailing outflows are intracluster (i.e., confined to
galaxy clusters), and at later times, a fraction of them fall
back to the cluster centre, triggering central cooling catas-
trophe and potentially a new generation of AGN feedback.
• We propose a picture of cyclic cool cores that cycle
through cooling-induced contraction and AGN-induced ex-
pansion. During the former state, cool cores are under-
heated, while during the latter, they are over-heated. This
picture thus naturally leads to an anti-correlation between
the gas fraction (or X-ray luminosity) of cool cores and the
central gas entropy, which may be tested by X-ray observa-
tions.
We discuss several limitations of our work here. First,
our simulations focus on a specific powerful AGN jet event,
while in reality AGN feedback events have a variety of pow-
ers and durations. The mechanical variability of AGN out-
bursts is also quite uncertain. If an AGN jet episode is less
powerful but lasts for a longer duration, AGN heating and
dynamical feedback would be more gentle. In this case, the
dominant heating mechanism and the following energy redis-
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Figure 10. Schematic picture of the cyclic cool core of a galaxy cluster, regulated by cooling flows and AGN feedback. Cooling inflows
lead to cool core contraction and the central cooling catastrophe, which triggers a pair of AGN jets, resulting in AGN bubbles and bow
shocks. The outward bow shock reverses cooling inflows into outflows, and over-heats the cool core. The following rarefaction wave leads
to cool core expansion and adiabatically transports energy to outer regions. The rising AGN bubbles uplift trailing outflows behind them,
forming meridional gas circulations in the cluster core, as shown in the third panel. At later times, trailing outflows fall back toward the
cluster centre, and together with cooling inflows, the cluster core contracts again, leading to another central cooling catastrophe, which
may trigger a new-generation AGN feedback event.
tribution may be different than in the present paper, which
we leave for future studies.
For simplicity, the parameters of the jet in its initializa-
tion nozzle are fixed with time in our simulation when the
jet is active. While this assumption potentially corresponds
to a steady accretion flow onto the central SMBH after cold
gas circularizes around it, it does not reflect a long-term
feedback mechanism that automatically links gas cooling,
SMBH accretion, and AGN outbursts. Therefore, although
our simulation indicates that a powerful AGN jet event is
able to reverse a galaxy cluster from the catastrophic cooal-
ing state back to the initial cool-core state, we could not yet
answer if cooling flows can be averted by AGN feedback over
a long, multi-Gyr timescale. Recent simulations tackling this
long-term cooling flow problem often invoke jet precession
to avoid the formation of a low-density channel along the jet
direction that could rapidly transport jet energy out of cool
cores (Gaspari et al. 2012; Li et al. 2015; Yang & Reynolds
2016b), while dynamic ICM weather in realistic clusters may
also help distribute jet energy to broader angular regions
(Mendygral et al. 2011; Mendygral et al. 2012).
In our simulation, gas motions induced by the AGN
jet event are quite regular, and the level of turbulence
is not significant, which is consistent with recent studies
by Reynolds et al. (2015), Yang & Reynolds (2016b) and
Li et al. (2016). However, we note that simulations with
grid-based codes inevitably introduce numerical diffusion,
which may suppress the development of turbulence. A care-
ful investigation on this effect is required to fully understand
the importance of turbulence in AGN feedback.
Finally, our simulation only includes pure hydrody-
namics, but neglects some more subtle physics, e.g., vis-
cosity, magnetic fields, cosmic rays, etc. Cosmic rays and
magnetic fields are present and may even dominate in
AGN jets and bubbles (Guo & Oh 2008; Guo & Mathews
2011; Ruszkowski et al. 2017; Gan et al. 2017). Shear vis-
cosity (Kaiser et al. 2005; Reynolds et al. 2005; Guo et al.
2012; Guo 2015) and magnetic tension (Kaiser et al. 2005;
Jones & De Young 2005; Ruszkowski et al. 2007) tend to
prevent the disruption of AGN bubbles by suppressing the
development of RT and KH instabilities, which may indeed
happen in some old intact X-ray cavities detected in galaxy
clusters. Nonetheless, we expect that our main results on
complex gasdynamical processes induced by AGN jet events,
including shocks, rarefaction waves, trailing outflows, and
meridional circulations, and their importance in solving the
cooling flow problem should be robust.
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